MyMyk SmartLynk PLUS: Ready For Anything for “People on the Move”
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA: MyMyk has again proven to have its finger on the
(racing!) pulse of the go-anywhere filmmaker. MyMyk’s new SmartLynk PLUS
featuring “Plug and Power”, is a compact, robust, lightweight audio device,
packed with professional features that are sure to make it an indispensable
addition to the kit of photographers, journalists and filmmakers who have adopted
compact pro-format cameras, such as the models from the Sony Alpha range ,
Panasonic, Olympus and many of the new cameras emerging in this category .
MyMyk is responding to the demand for professional audio quality and greater
flexibility to match the impressive picture quality delivered by these compact
cameras. With its superior componentry, SmartPhone interface, Split and Mix
functions, and more, SmartLynk PLUS truly delivers, all in a compact and
lightweight form factor, matching the physical dimensions of these powerful
cameras.
More About SmartLynk PLUS
SmartLynk PLUS is a robust, compact design, portable/on-camera, two-channel
audio mixer and monitoring device. Weighing in at only 180 gms including
batteries. The two 3.5mm microphone inputs feature Plug and Power to provide
power for lapel and non-powered on-camera microphones without the need of
external power supplies or draining power from the camera. A combination of
unpowered as well as self-powered microphones can be used simultaneously.
SmartLynk can also be used as an on-camera monitoring device for portable
wireless receivers.
Additional SmartLynk PLUS Features:
• A record and playback interface to a smartphone/tablet: record to the MyMyk
Camera Audio or MyMyk Reporter iOS apps
• Built-in powerful 250mW headphone amplifier that allows monitoring of the
microphone inputs prior to and during recording
• Split and Mix function to route the microphone to a mixed or separate output
• Doubles as an on-camera audio monitor for portable wireless receivers
• AGC block circuit which removes unwanted AGC noise from the camera by
overriding the camera's built-in Automatic Gain Control (AGC) — useful for
cameras that don’t have manual built-in control or to take advantage of the
Smartlynk PLUS’s speed and ease of use
• Enables audio to be simultaneously recorded on two camera devices, including
smartphone/tablet cameras and action cameras (optional MyMyk Connector
cable required).
• Enables a split of two microphones into the left and right channels of the
camera and with individual record level control, a feature not possible on the
camera. True Stereo recording can be achieved with this function.
• Electronics made in Australia, high quality German-manufactured sockets and
switches used through all MyMyk products.
• Price: $249.00

